Cardiorespiratory dynamics during sinusoidal and impulse exercise in man.
Dynamic characteristics of ventilation, cardiac output, and gas exchange during sinusoidally varying work rates for the periods from 1 to 12 min and impulse work rate with a duration of 10 sec were studied on five healthy men in an upright position. Changes in work rate were given by controlling externally the electromagnetic braking system of a bicycle ergometer. Stroke volume, heart rate, and cardiac output during exercise were determined continuously by using an automated impedance cardiograph. Breath by breath determination in minute ventilation, respiratory frequency, tidal volume, oxygen consumption, carbon dioxide output, end-tidal pressures of oxygen and carbon dioxide, and gas exchange ratio were conducted. From these and steady-state response data amplitude and phase relations between each variable and the input work loads were obtained utilizing the frequency analysis techniques. The response characteristics to sinusoidal stimuli were well represented by first-order models with time constants for VE, VCO2, VO2, and Q averaging 75, 67, 52, and 36 sec, respectively. The kinetics of HR closely resembled that of Q. There was a close link between both the dynamics of VE and VCO2. On the other hand, the responses to impulse stimuli were better described by second-order models in which fast and slow response components were connected in parallel. However, the contribution of the fast component to total response was small. Although this response may support in its form the neuro-humoral concept to explain exercise hyperpnea, a tight linkage was observed between VE and VCO2 responses to impulse stimuli. Thus, hyperpnea during the unsteady-state of exercise may be explained by the cardiodynamic hypothesis.